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Momentum transport and flow damping in the reversed-field pinch plasma
A. F. Almagri, J. T. Chapman, C. S. Chiang, D. Craig, D. J. Den Hartog, C. C. Hegna,
and S. C. Prager
Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706
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A biased electrode is used in the Madison Symmetric Torus~MST! reversed-field pinch@Fusion
Technol.19, 131~1991!# to manipulate plasma flow in order to study flow damping and momentum
transport. Finite radial conductivity allows a radial current, which provides the toroidal torque that
spins up the plasma. The applied torque is balanced by a viscous force that opposes toroidal flow
acceleration. From the plasma flow damping the viscosity is inferred to be anomalous. The radial
transport of toroidal momentum is comparable to that of particles and energy, and is consistent with
transport by stochastic magnetic field lines. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic and electrostatic fluctuations play an import
role in the radial transport of energy and particles in
Madison Symmetric Torus~MST! reversed-field pinch
~RFP! plasma where the transport was measured to
anomalous. Results1–3 have shown that, in the edge of MST
electrostatic fluctuations are important and control part
transport; however, neither the electrostatic nor the magn
fluctuations can account for the large energy flux. In the c
of MST, magnetic fluctuations were identified3,4 as the driv-
ing source of the large particle and heat transport. The
ticle diffusion coefficientD(a2/4tp) and the thermal diffu-
sion coefficientx(a2/4tE) are large~10–50 m2/s!. These
coefficients are larger than classical diffusion coefficie
~re

2ne<331022 m2/s andr1
2n i<0.6 m2/s!. However, these

measured values are smaller than that given by the quas
ear stochastic diffusion rate5 evaluated at the electron the
mal speed.

Magnetic fluctuations in MST are dominated by low
frequency components~10–30 kHz!, which contain about
90% of the power. These fluctuations identified6 as being due
to the tearing instability, are composed of several spa
modes withm51, n55 – 10. The measured frequency in th
experiment is interpreted as the Doppler shift frequen
(v5k•v) due to plasma rotation in the lab frame. The rm
amplitude of the magnetic fluctuation is generally 1%–2%
the mean field. The parallel correlation length of the dom
nant magnetic fluctuation in the low-frequency ran
(10, f ,30 kHz) is measured7 to be about 3.5–4 m and a
the high-frequency range~.30 kHz! the correlation length is
about 1 m.

In this paper, we describe the results of experime
designed to infer the radial transport of toroidal momentu
related to the plasma viscosity. We measure the respons
the plasma flow to impulsive changes in the flow, which a
imposed with a biased electrode. The plasma flow is infer
by two techniques. First, we measure the impurity ion fl
with Doppler spectroscopy, which provides limited inform
tion on the radial profile of the flow. Second, we measure
3981070-664X/98/5(11)/3982/4/$15.00
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toroidal phase velocity of the resonant tearing modes wit
magnetic coil array, and identify the phase speed of e
Fourier component with the plasma flow speed at the co
sponding resonant surface.

To avoid an unnecessary complication associated w
locked discharges we have chosen to impulsively spin up
already rotating discharge, which is the standard case
MST. The parameters of the discharges studied in this pa
are chosen to avoid locked discharges and to reduce
plasma damage to the biased electrode. These plasmas
the standard flow profile, where the plasma is flowing
about 10–20 km/s at the core with a decreasing flow
to the edge that can be near zero or at a negative fl
~25 km/s!. This small edge flow is consistent with measur
radial electric field.8 The reversal in the flow may be near th
toroidal field reversal radius but does not appear to
coupled to it. However, MST has another class of dischar
where the plasma flow is zero in the lab frame. These d
charges become locked due to the interaction with the s
generated field errors at the poloidal gap.9 These locked dis-
charges are more likely to be produced at high levels
plasma current~400–600 kA! than the levels of plasma cur
rent studied in this paper~;200 kA!.

When the bias is removed, the plasma evolves back
the flow state, which existed previously. Hence, the to
plasma momentum decreases. This can occur for eithe
two reasons. First, the wall or edge plasma may impos
boundary condition that the edge flow be zero~for example,
from friction between the rotating plasma and refluxing p
ticles!. The core plasma will then relax on the viscous tim
scale, which we measure. This momentum loss mechan
can occur in a toroidally symmetric system. The plasma m
mentum is transferred elsewhere, such as to the wall. Sec
asymmetry in the external magnetic configuration caused
either field errors or wall currents induced by magnetic flu
tuations in the plasma can cause an external torque to re
the plasma momentum. In either case, the relaxation of
velocity profile reveals the internal plasma viscosity.

We find that the plasma response time to either a sud
turn-on or a sudden turn-off of the edge flow is anomalo
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Thus, the radial transport of momentum, and the plasma
cosity, exceeds the classical value by about two orders
magnitude. The momentum transport coefficient is ab
equal to that for energy and particle, which may be expec
since all three are driven by the same mechanism of m
netic fluctuations. However, the momentum transport coe
cient is consistent with the heuristic values predicted
transport from the stochastic magnetic field.

II. PROBE DESCRIPTION, DIAGNOSTICS, AND
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Fast changes in plasma flow are induced by a bia
electrode inserted into the edge plasma. The plasma-exp
part of the active element~molybdenum! is in the form of a
cylinder that is 3/4 in. in diameter and 1/8 in. thick. The re
of the probe is isolated from the plasma with a boron nitr
shroud that is 12 in. long and 1 in. in diameter, which allo
the insertion of the active element deep into the plasma.
probe can be biased and unbiased at preset times in the
charge with a fast turn-on and a fast turn-off. This tur
on and turn-off of biasing is done within a very short tim
~less than 100ms!. The probe is typically inserted to a radiu
r 537 cm (r /a50.71) and biased relative to the conducti
shell with a square pulse 10 ms long. We signify the plas
that is inside the probe tip (r /a<0.71) as the core plasm
and the plasma that is outside the probe tip (r /a>0.71) as
the edge plasma. The probe can be biased in both polar
up to 6400 V, which is a limit set by the power supply.

The presence of the electrode with or without bias d
not affect the magnetic configuration, as measured by
reversal parameterF[Bt(r 5a)/^Bt& and pinch paramete
u[Bu(r 5a)/^Bt&. The dynamo activity is also not affecte
as indicated by the presence of the sawteeth activity. Bia
of the electrode does not effect the amplitude and spect
of the magnetic fluctuations. The magnetic fluctuations a
the dynamo mechanism are very robust features of the R
However, with a negatively biased electrode we do obse
reduction in the electrostatic fluctuations and the associ
improvements in the plasma particle confinement,8 which is
very similar to tokamak results. Also similar to tokamak r
sults, the positive bias of the electrode does not produc
strong enhancement in the particle confinement. With
impulsive biasing technique, we can successfully manipu
the plasma flow. However, to prevent and reduce the de
dation of plasma, which can be caused by insertion o
material object into the plasma volume, the probe must
cleaned and thoroughly conditioned before it can be bias

The plasma flow profile is inferred by two technique
First, a crude flow profile has been obtained by measu
the toroidal flow of two impurity species~CV and CIII ! with
a Doppler duospectrometer.10 The Doppler broadened an
shifted emission from the CV impurity ions in these plasma
is dominated by ions atr /a'0.4 ~core plasma! while the
emission from CIII is dominated by ions atr /a'0.85 ~edge
plasma!. Second, the phase speed of the resonant tea
modes is measured with an array of magnetic pickup coils
toroidal array of 32 magnetic pickup coils that are equa
spaced in the toroidal direction measures the magnetic
Downloaded 04 Jan 2007 to 128.104.30.229. Redistribution subject to AIP
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at the edge. The magnetic fluctuation produced by the c
resonant tearing modes is measured as a function of time
toroidal angle. The fluctuation is Fourier decomposed into
toroidal components, which are resonant at different rad
locations. The phase of each Fourier component as a fu
tion of time then provides a radial profile of the mode pha
velocity fromv5k•n. The radial profile of the phase veloc
ity of these modes reflects the radial profiles of the plas
flow.

The MST is a large reversed-field pinch with a clo
fitting, 0.05 m thick, conducting shell. The major radiusR
51.5 m and the minor radiusa50.52 m. For the experi-
ments discussed here, MST was operated in a low-cur
hydrogen plasma with plasma currentI p'200 kA, elec-
tron density ne'831018 m23, electron temperatureTe

'150 eV, ion temperatureTi'120 eV, reversal paramete
F'20.15, and pinch parameteru'1.8

III. EFFECTS ON PLASMA PARAMETERS

With a well-conditioned probe, there is no degradati
of plasma parameters when the probe is biased. Figu
shows the plasma current and the bias current, which is
tracted at the flat top portion of plasma, current. Figure 1 a
shows the time histories of several edge impurity sign
such as nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon averaged over abo
discharges. These signals show no increase in ampli
when the probe is biased and maintained for 10 ms durat
Also shown in Fig. 1 are the resistive loop voltage and
total radiated power of the plasma averaged over abou

FIG. 1. Plasma current, bias current, and impurity ion signals of nitrog
oxygen, and carbon lines, and the radiated power and plasma loop vol
all show that no deleterious effects of the biasing on the plasma.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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discharges. These parameters show that the biasing o
probe has no significant effect on the plasma radiation or
plasma resistivity.

IV. PLASMA FLOW AND VISCOUS DAMPING

During impulsive biasing, the flow of both species
carbon and the phase velocity of the resonant tearing mo
respond quickly. As will be shown, the spin-up of the toro
dal flow is a measure of the radial transport of toroidal m
mentum and the slowing-down time of the flow is propo
tional to the viscous damping.

Figure 2 shows the bias voltage and the extracted cur
of the probe. After the first 2 ms of bias, the extracted curr
starts to increase although the bias voltage is decreasin
dicating an enhanced radial conductivity of the plasma w
bias. Figure 3 shows the time history of the ion~CV! toroidal
flow in the core with and without plasma biasing. The bia
ing pulse starts 10 ms into the discharge and lasts for 10
which is chosen to be much longer than the particle or
ergy confinement time scales~;1 ms!. With bias, the plasma

FIG. 2. The bias voltage and the injected current of the bias probe du
fast turn-on and fast turn-off.

FIG. 3. The toroidal flow, of CV impurity, with and without bias, shows tha
the core plasma accelerates within 1.5 ms to about double the toroidal
when the probe is not biased. When the bias is turned off at 20 ms
plasma slows down in about 2.5 ms due to viscous damping.
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flow increases from about 15 to about 35 km/s in about
ms duration. The toroidal flow is maintained at this level f
the duration of the biasing pulse. At 20 ms the bias pulse
turned off very fast and the driving term removed, the tor
dal flow starts to decay back to the no-bias level in about
ms due to viscous damping.

The core plasma that extends out tor 50.37 m slows
down in about a 2.5 ms period. The kinematic viscosi
inferred from the plasma slowing-down time, defined
n';(Dr )2/tsd, where tsd is the measured slowing-dow
time andDr is the radial extent of the core region, indicat
that the core average viscosity is about 55 m2/s, which is
anomalous. This scaling of the viscosity comes from a s
plified momentum equation for the toroidal flow, given by

r]vf /]t5rn'¹2vf ,

wherevf is the plasma toroidal flow,r is the mass density
andn' is kinematic viscosity.

The expected classical kinematic viscosity for typic
discharge parameters is small by two orders of magnit
(n';r i

2/t i;0.6 m2/s), and the classical slowing-down tim
scale (tsd;(Dr )2/r i

2n i'250 ms) is very long compared t
the measured slowing time scale. The slowing-down ti

FIG. 4. The toroidal flow with bias as measured by both the CV impurity
flow and the phase velocity of the core resonantn56 mode.

FIG. 5. The rotating frequency of the tearing modes (n55 – 12) changes as
the plasma is biased shown the penetration of the toroidal flow from
edge~location of the biased probe! to the core.
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scale of the core flow is independent of plasma dens
which is inconsistent with the classical processes.

The phase velocity of the resonant tearing mod
~m51, n55 – 12!, changes with biasing, reflecting th
change in the local plasma flow. Figure 4 compares the
oidal flow velocity as measured by CV impurity and by the
phase velocity of the core resonantn56 mode. This figure
shows how well the local phase velocity tracks the impur
ion flow. Figure 5 shows the radial profile of the toroid
phase velocity of the resonant tearing modes at six time w
dows that are 0.4 ms wide. The first time window is from 9
until 10 ms and shows the flow profile before biasin
The other five time windows show the change in the pro
during the first 2 ms of the biasing pulse. The mod
~n510, 11, 12 nearr /a;0.7! that are resonant nearest th
probe are accelerated first, followed by an acceleration of
inner modes~n55, 6, 7 nearr /a;0.3!. As time progresses
the inner modes catch up to outer modes. Figure 4 cle
shows that toroidal flow diffuses radially inward from th
edge, where the probe is located, in about a 1.5 ms t
period. This is similar to the time duration needed for t
core plasma flow to reach its peak, as shown in Fig. 3, wh
is representative of the plasma flow atr /a;0.4. This time
scale of the radial transport of the toroidal flow is similar
the energy and particle transport time scale.

Figure 6 shows the time history of the edge flow, t
outer 15 cm of the plasma, using the CIII impurity line. With-
out bias, the edge flow is typically negative and small
magnitude~about 25 km/s!. With bias, edge flow slows
down and becomes positive in direction~about 15 km/s! on a
faster time scale; then the particle confinement time in
standard discharge (tp;1.5 ms). The slowing down of the
edge region, in less than 0.5 ms, results in an edge kinem
viscosity of about 45 m2/s, which is also anomalous. Th
observed change in the edge flow with bias is about 20 km

FIG. 6. The toroidal flow, of CIII with bias in the edge plasma. The plasm
edge accelerate within 100ms from 25 to about115 km/s. When the bias
is turned off at 20 ms, the plasma slows down in less than 0.5 ms du
viscous damping.
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which is consistent with theE3B flow (Er /B;25 km/s).
This flow perturbation of 20 km/s is then radially transport
to the core where the flow increases by about 20 km/s
about 1.5 ms.

The anomalous viscosity in the core of MST is cons
tent with the estimates of magnetically driven transport
momentum,11 as given by

n';~Dr !2/tsd5S dBr

B D 2

LCs'50 m2/s,

where dBr is the perturbed magnetic field due to teari
modes,L is the parallel correlation length, andCs is the
plasma sound speed. In the edge of MST, the viscosit
also anomalous, but the source of momentum transport is
known.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, plasma flow is manipulated and modified
investigate flow damping and viscosity in the RFP. Rad
currents from a biased electrode provide the toroidal tor
that spins up the plasma against the viscous forces oppo
the toroidal flow. The plasma flow damps much fas
~in about 2 ms! than the classical estimates~in about 250
ms!, and this time is independent of plasma density. W
conclude that in the core of MST, particle, heat, and mom
tum transport are all anomalous and are likely driven by
magnetic fluctuations. The anomalous core viscosity is c
sistent with the estimates due to stochastic magnetic fi
lines. In the edge of MST, only particle transport is und
stood. The sources of heat and momentum transport are
known but they may be electrostatic in character.
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